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INTRODUCTION

Over the course of this school year, I

began planning and designing a food

forest that will ultimately be established

on UCLA's campus. There is a piece of land

near the raised beds of the jane b. semel

HCI Community Garden in the Sunset

Canyon Recreation Center that will serve

as the site. The forest will be a collection

of complementary perennial trees, shrubs,

herbs, ground covers, roots, and annual

vegetables that will be placed in guilds

that are best suited for plant growth. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS

According to Permaculture literature,

establishing a Food Forest is a seven-year

process. The first step in the process is

observing the space and figuring out which

plants will grow best in the specific area.

My research has resulted in an expanded

food forest plant list, all comprised of

varieties that are appropriate for the

USDA's Hardiness Zone 10B for all seven

layers of the Food Forest. I also compiled a

list of appropriate Drought Resistant Trees

that can be utilized as well. 

CONCLUSIONS

Establishing a Food Forest takes a long

time, but it is definitely worth the effort.

Using biomimicry to create sustainable

food systems is the most efficient way to

grow food, as with new technological

inventions there will always be some sort

of output or "footprint" with these methods.

By using nature as a model, we can feed

individuals sustainably and healthily. 

PROJECT GOALS

The idea I hope to achieve is to group

plants together for specific reasons,

encourage them to spread into permanent,

self-managing landscapes, and thus

reduce the amount of effort it takes to

grow food. The food forest will be a true

learning asset. It will serve an attraction for

visiting students, as well as a food source

for enrolled students. Additionally, it will

serve as a learning site for the UC Master

Gardener Program.

RESULTS AND OUTCOMES

As a result of the novel coronavirus

pandemic, Sunset Canyon Recreation

Center was closed and I was unable to

access the site until late Spring quarter.

Originally the plan was to have some of the

Canopy Layer and the Low Tree Layer

planted, but because the area was closed I

got to do a lot more open-book research

rather than hands-on planting. Ultimately I

learned this was best because it takes a

long time to understand the climate,

lighting, and soil of a specific site. Thus,

the plants should be heavily researched

before jumping into planting. The

Expanded Plant List and Drought Resistant

Tree List will serve as a spring board for

student's in Professor Bassett's new class

"Introduction to Permaculture" and the

project will continue on for years to come. 

FUTURE GOALS

I believe that educating children to be

aware and mindful of their food choices is

vital in ensuring a healthier, more

sustainable world. After graduation, I will

be working as an educator at a school

teaching horticulture and permaculture. 

 The food forest project added so much to

my previous gardening experience and

helped prepare me to share permaculture

practices and principles with students in

the classroom. After educating for some

time, I plan to work in the food industry in

some form, whether that be starting my

own permaculture farm, studying Food

Law at UCLA's Resnick Center for Food

Law and Policy, or attending a vegan

culinary school. No matter where my path

brings me, the systems-thinking that

establishing a food forest entails will

always be with me no matter what I

choose to ultimately do.
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